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H
ave you ever felt the thrill of victory a� er 
dismissing a patient with a perfect crown 
on an upper second molar that had 
an impossibly deep proximal margin? 
� e x-ray con� rmed the margins were 

perfect, the � oss con� rmed the proximal contact 
was perfect, the marks from the articulating 

ribbon con� rmed the occlusion was perfect, and the patient 
con� rmed everything felt great –“thanks doc” and out the door 
they went happy as could be.  Ever feel the agony of defeat and 
wonder why that same patient is now sitting in your operatory 
complaining that they are packing food in the “perfect” proximal 
contact of that “perfect” upper second molar crown?

While I don’t know of a cure for dri� ing teeth, I can o� er a remedy.  

� e Dri� er crown is a full gold or full contour 
zirconia restoration designed with an open 

proximal box with extensive mechanical retention 
which is � lled with composite at the cementation 

appointment.  If future movement occurs, the 
composite can be removed and replaced like a class II 
� lling, closing the contact without having to replace 

the crown. 

� e composite can be removed and replaced as many times as 
necessary.

� e Dri� er crown can be designed to be case, site, patient and 
doctor speci� c. We use full cast gold and full contour zirconia 
crowns because they are next to bullet proof and are suitable for 
just about any situation that arises. � e proximal box is designed 
with proprietary retentive contours to ensure the composite will 
not come out without being removed by a dentist. Gold and 
zirconium materials o� er a bene� t in that they provide a clean 
release of remnant pieces of composite a� er the bulk of material 
has been removed in the event that the proximal contact opens and 
the composite needs to be replaced.  
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THE DRIFTER
By Dave Andrus, CDT

Full cast gold Dri� er crown.  Full 
gold crowns and full contour 

zirconia crowns are used in this 
application because of their 

superior durability. O� en there 
is not enough proximal space or 

strength with other types of crowns.

Full contour translucent zirconia 
crown (we call T-Zir) with a 

proximal box which will be � lled 
with composite at the cementation 
appointment.  � e box is designed 

with retentive contours to retain the 
composite � lling.

Full contour translucent zirconia 
crown (T-Zir) with the proximal 
box � lled with composite in the 

dental o�  ce ready to be cemented.

Full contour translucent zirconia crown 
with the mechanically retentive distal 

box � lled with composite.  If the second 
molar dri� s distally, the composite can 
be removed to re-establish the proximal 

contact without replacing the crown.  
In this case, the second molar dri� ed 

distally but the � rst molar needed 
a crown, so the Dri� er crown was 

prescribed for the � rst molar with a 
retentive distal box.




